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English

The Pi ture of Doria  Gra   Os ar Wilde 
In the preface (be sure to 

read this), Wilde writes 

that "there is no such 

thing as a moral or 

immoral book." In other 

words, art has no effect, 

other than aesthetic, on 

individuals or society. Do 

you agree with Wilde's 

premise? Does this novel 

adhere to his statement?

What does Sibyl represent 

to Dorian?

Is Lord Henry's belief in 

the freedom of the 

individual truly evil? Or 

does Dorian misconstrue 

it?

What code or set of 

beliefs does Lord Henry 

live by? How does he 

view conventional 

morality and in what ways 

does he challenge it?

What i pa t does S il s 
death have on Dorian?

Ho  does Lo d He s 
o e ta  o  Do ia s 

life situations affect 

Do ia s opi io  of the 
painting?

How does Dorian 

manipulate those around 

him?

Do ia s s a dalous 
behaviour shocks his 

peers, yet he remains 

welcome in social circles? 

Why? What is Wilde 

suggesti g a out polite  
London society?

What is the importance of 

sin and redemption in the 

novel?

Describe the Victorian 

class system.

What are Gothic tropes? What is a Faustian tale 

and how is it relevant to 

The Pi tu e of Do ia  
G a ?

Write down a list of 

themes. 

Write down a list of 

motifs.

What was the aesthetic 

movement?



English

The Pi ture of Doria  Gra   Os ar Wilde 

What do you know about 

Oscar Wilde and his life?

What is the message 

behind the story?

When was the story 

written?

How might a Victorian 

reader feel towards 

Dorian Gray?

Who th eate s Do ia s 
aestheticism? 

What does Dorian claim is 

"a terrible reality ... [that] 

... can be bought, and 

sold, and bartered away"?

What does Dorian believe 

should be the prayer of a 

man to a most just God 

instead of

"Forgive us our sins"?

When Gladys tells Lord 

Henry he values beauty 

far too much, what is his 

response?

What happens that 

Dorian Gray proclaims to 

be a "bad omen·"

What happens to Dorian 

Gray at the end?



English

Good v Evil:

The Picture of Dorian Gray is the only novel published by Oscar Wilde. The novel is considered to be one of the most controversial 

literary works of the 19th century. In his novel Wilde uses his three main characters to reflect the battle of good and evil that exists in 

every man. The conflict of choosing between good and evil exists in every human with free will. This essay explores how the battle 

between good and evil is represented in the characters of Basil Hallward and Lord Henry Wotton in The Picture of Dorian Gray. It also 

discusses how Dorian Gray represents the everyman that deals with the battle of having to choose a side between good and evil. The 

Picture of Dorian Gray is a story about the spiritual journey of Dorian Gray, a beautiful young man tempted by the concept of eternal 

youth and beauty. Wilde uses personal experience and different literary themes to create his novel. In the novel there are elements of 

gothic fiction, aestheticism and the Faustian bargain. Faust and The Picture of Dorian Gray have many similarities, both in the structure 

of the stories, as well as in themes and plot. This essay looks at the similarities and differences between the corresponding

representatives of good and evil, Lord Henry and Mephistopheles, Basil, the Lord and the three angels and Dorian Gray and Faust. This 

essa  e plo es ho  Wilde uses the si ila ities a d diffe e es to Goethe s Faust a d the Book of Ge esis f o  the Old Testa ent to 

add emphasis to the moral opposites of good and evil in his novel.

Key Themes:

Good vs. Evil, Youth, Mortality, Art and Culture, Innocence, Morality and Ethics, Appearances, 

Transformation, Sexuality and Sexual Identity and Friendship

Knowledge 

Organiser



English

Timeline of events:

• Late 19th century: Lord Henry Wotton examines Dorian Gray's portrait and discusses him with Basil Hallward

• A few minutes later: Henry makes Dorian realise his beauty, and Dorian wishes the painting would age instead of him.

• A month later: Dorian falls in love with Sibyl Vane.

• A few days later: Dorian breaks up with Sibyl because her acting, once extraordinary, is now terrible.

• Later that night: Sibyl kills herself and a line of cruelty magically appears on the picture of Dorian.

• Two days later: Dorian hides the painting and reads a novel that influences him for years.

• Years pass: Dorian indulges himself in sensual and immoral activities.

• Years later: Dorian lets Basil see his transformed portrait, and then kills him for his horrified response.

• The next day: Dorian blackmails Alan Campbell into disposing of Basil's body.

• That night: Dorian visits an opium den, where James Vane recognizes and threatens him.

• A week later: Dorian faints when he sees James Vane through a window.

• Three days later: James Vane is accidentally killed while he is stalking Dorian.

• A day later: Dorian stabs the painting to destroy any evidence of his link to Basil and dies as a result.

Key quotes:

• The a tist is the eato  of eautiful thi gs. To e eal a t a d o eal the a tist is a t s ai .
• Those ho fi d ugl  ea i gs i  eautiful thi gs a e o upt ithout ei g ha i g
• Hu a it  takes itself too se iousl . It is the o ld's o igi al si . If the a e-man had known how to laugh, 

Histo  ould ha e ee  diffe e t.
• The o ld is ha ged e ause ou a e ade of i o  a d gold. The u es of ou  lips e ite histo .
• The asis of opti is  is shee  te o .

Knowledge 
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English

Ethics and Aesthetics:

The 19th century was a practical, business-like time. It was marked by urbanization, industrialization, function, and an emphasis on wealth. 

The middle class rose in power during this period. As is common historically, when one social trend emerges, other movements arise to 

push in opposite directions. Early in the century, England saw romantics embracing nature as an alternative to industry. Just after the 

middle of the century, the aesthetic movement emerged. Members of the aesthetic movement believed in the motto popularized by

French poet Théophile Gautier: "Art for art's sake." The Victorians valued art that supported a useful social cause or that carried a moral 

message. For the aesthetics beauty was enough in itself. Wilde was strongly influenced by this movement. He knew people, like art critic 

Walter Pater, who helped shape the movement in Britain. Pater influenced Wilde heavily, and Wilde took the critic's book on the 

Renaissance with him when he travelled. He even went so far as to memorize sections of the volume. A skilled author, Wilde incorporated 

the aesthetics' philosophy of beauty in The Picture of Dorian Gray while also critiquing it in the same work. After Dorian, Lord Henry 

Wotton is the most important character in the novel, and he spends more time explaining his philosophy than Dorian does his. Lord Henry 

is a dandy who places a great deal of importance on keeping up appearances and engaging in leisurely pursuits. The philosophy he

articulates is very much an aesthetic one. In Chapter 2 he gives a speech to Dorian in Basil's garden that changes Dorian forever by 

awakening him to the power and importance of his own beauty, saying, among other things, "And beauty is a form of genius—is higher, 

indeed, than genius, as it needs no explanation. It is of the great facts of the world, like sunlight." This is an unflinching celebration of 

sensual beauty. However, Wilde follows this by showing Dorian living this philosophy and ruining many lives in the process. While much of 

The Picture of Dorian Gray delights in the beautiful and the intoxicating indulgence of the senses – the o el s ope i g pa ag aph for 

example describes the heady pleasures to be derived from the scents of roses and lilacs – it can be argued that Wilde intended his book 

neither as a celebration of decadence nor as a fable about the perils of its excesses.



English

Faustus and Dorian Gray:

According to the Bible When God created the world he made everything in pairs and doubles, the doubles are opposites that counteract each other. The battle 

between good and evil exists in every human with freewill.

In his first and only novel, The Picture of Dorian Gray, author Oscar Wilde uses his main character, Dorian, to represent the everyman who faces the dilemma 

of having to take a side of either good or evil. Evil forces tempt Dorian and a battle begins between good and evil over Doria s soul. Wilde uses the characters 

i  the o el to ep ese t the attle. Wilde as i flue ed  Goethe s pla  Faust, a d the e a e si ila ities a d diffe e es between the corresponding 

representatives of good and evil, Lord Henry and Mephistopheles, Basil, the Lord and the three angels and Dorian Gray and Faust. Faust and The Picture of 

Dorian Gray have many similarities, both in the structure of the stories, as well as in themes and plot. The characters correspond with each other, not only in 

personality and actions but also their relationships. Faust and Dorian both suffer from the great desire of wanting more than life has to offer. Without fully 

realising the consequences, they both go beyond human limitations to try and fulfil their wishes. Both stories represent the battle between good and evil, they 

can be looked at as cautionary tales of what can happen if a person yields to the temptation of evil and proving that happiness is not found in beauty or 

pleasure. Faust, also know known as Faustus or Doctor Faustus, is a character in books, poems, films, operas and plays. These different versions of Faust are all 

based on the hero of one of the most durable legends in Western folklore and literature. Faust was a German necromancer or astrologer who in exchange for 

knowledge and power sold his soul to the Devil. Mephistopheles is the spirit of the Devil in Faust. Many authors have based their work on the legend of Faust 

a d it has e o e so e hat of a the e i  lite atu e. The a t of selli g o e s soul to the De il has e o e k o  as the Faustian Bargain or Faustian Pact. Not 

all stories of Faust have the same ending. The legend of Faust is based on one or two men who died around the year 1540. Not much is known about him or 

the , e ept a  e il eputatio . The sto  of Faust has e o e the p otot pe fo  the pa t ith the De il  the e i  lite atu e, however The Book of Job 

contains a pact with the Devil, although it is not quite the same as in Faust. The theme of the Book of Job is the eternal problem of unmerited suffering and it is 

named after its main character, Job. The Book of Job questions if God is good and almighty why would he do bad things to his loyal servants. Similar to Faust, 

The Book of Job includes a prologue in Heaven, a conversation between God and Satan. God is very pleased with Job and He asks Satan his opinion on Job. 

Satan says that the only reason Job is such a loyal servant to him, is because God has blessed Job with so much. Satan and God then make a deal, Satan can 

punish Job and try to turn him from God and test his faith. God believes that Job will remain a good servant. This is very similar to the conversation and pact 

between the Lord and Mephistopheles in Faust, which also takes place in heaven. Both Faust and Dorian make a pact with the Devil. I  Jo s ase the pa t as 
made between God and Satan, Job did not know or understand why all these bad things were happening to him. Dorian and Faust may not have realised the 

bad consequences of their pact. 
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Science

Essentials of Chemical Reactions
In this topic we will be studying:

Balancing equations

Conservation of mass

Uncertainty

Relative formula mass

Calculating moles

Concentration

Metals and oxygen

Reactivity series

Extracting metals

Oxidation and reduction

Acids and alkalis

Making salts

Acids and carbonates

Use the QR code 

to direct you to 

Seneca learning.



Key ideas

• In every chemical reaction atoms are rearranged to make new substances. 

• All the atoms that are present before the reaction are still there at the end of the reactions. 

Coppe     +      O ge      →  Coppe  O ide

2Cu +       O2 → 2CuO

• To show that no atoms are lost or gained on a chemical symbol equation we place big numbers in front of 

the formulas:

Science



• Antoine Lavoisier said that what goes in, must come out.

• This is the law of conservation of mass.

• No atoms are lost or made during a chemical reaction, so the mass of the products equals the mass of 

the reactants.

Coppe     +      O ge      →  Coppe  O ide

2Cu +       O2 → 2CuO

40g                → 40g

Key ideas

Science



Key ideas
• Whenever a measurement of the mass of a reactant or product is made there 

is always some uncertainty about the result obtained.

• We can use the range of a set of measurements about the mean as a measure 

of uncertainty:

Calculating Uncertainty

Uncertainty    = maximum value – minimum value

2

• We can + or – half the smallest measurement on a piece of apparatus as a 

measure of uncertainty:

+ or – 0.5mm

Science



• The relative formula mass (Mr) of a compound is the sum of the relative atomic masses of the atoms in 

the numbers shown in the formula.

Key ideas

Ar of Oxygen is 16

Ar of Hydrogen is 1

Mr = 16 + (2x1) 

Therefore, the relative formula mass (Mr) of 

water is 18.

Science



• The number of atoms, molecules or ions in a mole of a given substance is the Avogadro constant. 

• The value of the Avogadro constant is 6.02 x 1023 per mole.

• The term mole is used to describe how many atoms or molecules of a substance are present in a 

sample. 

• One mole of a substance is equal to its relative atomic mass, or relative formula mass, in grams.

• For example, the relative atomic mass of carbon is 12, so one mole of carbon atoms weighs 12 g.

• 24 g of pure graphite (carbon) therefore contains 2 moles of carbon atoms.

Key ideas

Science



• The information can be put into an equations triangle so that you can work out any part in the 

exam:

Key ideas

Mr

M

n

Mass in g

n

m

Mr

Number of 

moles

Relative 

formula mass 

or relative 

atomic mass 

(Ar)

Science



• When planning reactions, the concentration of chemicals must be considered. 

• Concentration can measured in grams per decimetre cubed (g/dm3)

• Note: 1 dm3= 1000cm3

concentration (g/dm3) = mass of solute (g)

volume of solution (dm3)

Key ideas

Science



Key ideas

• Metals react with oxygen to produce metal oxides. 

• The reactions are called oxidation reactions because the metals gain oxygen.

• Oxidation is the gain of oxygen by a substance. 

ag esiu  + o ge  → ag esiu  o ide

2Mg + O2→ MgO

• Reduction is the loss of oxygen from a substance. 

oppe  o ide + h d oge  → oppe  + ate

CuO + H2→ Cu + H2O

Science



Key ideas

• When metals react with other substances the metal atoms form positive ions (they lose 

electrons). 

• The reactivity of a metal is related to its tendency to form positive ions. 

• So, the more easily an atom will form an ion, the more reactive it is.

Science



Key ideas

• Metals can be arranged in order of their reactivity in a reactivity series. 

• The metals potassium, sodium, lithium, calcium, magnesium, zinc, iron and copper 

can be put in order of their reactivity from their reactions with water or dilute acids.

Science



Key ideas

• Unreactive metals such as gold are found in the Earth as the metal itself but most metals are found as compounds 

that require chemical reactions to extract the metal.

• Ores- The metal is chemically combined to other elements (often oxygen) to make a compound e.g. aluminium oxide. 

They must be extracted from the compound using a chemical reaction. 

• Native- The metals are found as elements (on their own) and can be used without a chemical reaction. These metals 

are usually unreactive metals, such as gold and silver.

• There can be high grade and low grade ores.

• Ores must contain enough metal to make it economical to extract the metal. The economics of extraction may change 

over time.

• Ores are mined and may be concentrated before the metal is extracted and purified so the process can be long and 

expensive.

Science



Key ideas

Extraction Using Carbon:

• When a metal is combined with oxygen, it is called a metal oxide. 

• Carbon is more reactive than many metals and so can be used to extract the metal by removing the oxygen. 

• It is called a reduction of the metal oxide.

• This is how many metals are extracted from their ores in industry.  

etal o ide + ar o  → etal + ar o  dio ide

Science



Key ideas

• The pH scale, from 0 to 14, is a measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a solution, and can be 

measured using universal indicator or a pH probe.

• In neutralisation reactions between an acid and an alkali, hydrogen ions react with hydroxide 

ions to produce water.

• Any acid and alkali will react in this way to make a salt and water, the general equation is:

H+ (aq) + OH- (aq) → H2O (l)

Science



Key ideas

• Soluble salts can be made from acids by reacting them with solid insoluble substances, 

such as metals, metal oxides, metal hydroxides or metal carbonates 

• The solid is added to the acid until no more reacts and the excess solid is filtered off to 

produce a solution of the salt.

• The salt solution is then crystallised using a water bath.

Science



Key ideas

• Acids are neutralised by metal carbonates to produce a salt, water and carbon dioxide:

etal ar o ate + a id → salt + ar o  dio ide + water

• The particular salt produced in any reaction between an acid and carbonate depends on:

➢ the acid used 

➢ the positive ions in the carbonate

Acid used Salt formed

Hydrochloric acid Metal chloride

Nitric acid Metal nitrate

Sulfuric acid Metal sulfate

Science



Topic :What is radiation?

In this unit we will be studying:

• Structure of the atom

• Isotopes

• Developing the model of the atom

• Types of radiation

• Half life

• Uses of nuclear radiation

Use the QR code 

to find more 

information on 

BBC Bitesize

Use the QR code 

to find a video 

on atomic 

structure

Use the QR code 

to find a video 

on alpha, beta 

and gamma 

radiation

Science



Structure of the atom

• Ato s a e a out -10 m in diameter.

• The  ha e a ti  positi el  ha ged u leus.
• The u leus is o e tha    ti es s alle  tha  the ato .
• Most of the ass of a  ato  is o e t ated i  the u leus.
• The u leus is ade of p oto s a d eut o s.
• The u leus is su ou ded  egati el  ha ged ele t o s.

Key ideas

Atomic number

• All ato s of a  ele e t ha e the sa e u e  of p oto s. 
The number of protons is called the atomic number.

• The u e  of ele t o s is e ual to the u e  of
protons. So, atoms have no overall electric charge.

• If a  ato  loses a  oute  ele t o , it e o es a positi e io .

Mass number and isotopes

• The total u e  of p oto s a d eut o s i  a  ato  is 
called its mass number.

• Ato s of the sa e ele e t a  ha e diffe e t u e s of 
neutrons.

• Isotopes a e ato s ith the sa e u e  of p oto s ut a 
different number of neutrons.

Electron energy levels

• Ele t o s a e at diffe e t dista es f o  the u leus.
• Ea h diffe e t dista e has a diffe e t e e g  le el .
• If a  ele t o  a so s light, o  othe  adiatio , it o es fu the  
from the nucleus to a higher energy level.

• If it e its adiatio , the opposite happe s.

Mass Number

Atomic Number

Symbol

Science



Key ideas
Development of the model of the atom

Solid sphere model (John Dalton)

• Befo e the dis o e  of the ele t o .
• Ato s e e thought to e ti  sphe es that ould
not be divided.

Plum pudding model (JJ Thomson)

• Moti ated  the dis o e  of the ele t o .
• The plu  puddi g odel sa s that the ato  is a 
ball of positive charge with negative electrons 

embedded in it.

Nuclear model (Ernest Rutherford)

• The alpha pa ti le s atte i g e pe i e t:
o fired alpha particles at thin gold foil

o most passed straight through

o a few scattered straight back from the foil

• Co lusio s:
o the mass of an atom is concentrated in a 

nucleus;

o the nucleus is charged.

Shell model (Niels Bohr)

• Suggests that ele t o s o it the u leus at
specific distances.

• The theo eti al p edi tio s of the odel ag eed
with experimental observations.

Discovery of protons and neutrons

• Late  e pe i e ts led to the idea that
o the positive charge of any nucleus could be

subdivided into a whole number of smaller

particles

o each particle having the same amount of

positive charge.

• The a e p oto  as gi e  to these pa ti les.
• A out  ea s afte  the u lea  odel as
accepted, James Chadwick showed that there are

also, neutrons within the nucleus

Science



Key ideas
Radioactivity 

• So e ato i  u lei a e u sta le. 
• The u leus gi es out adiatio  as it ha ges to e o es o e sta le. 
• This a do  p o ess is alled radioactive decay. 

• The adiatio  gi e  out is usuall  io isi g. If it is a so ed  the od  it a  utate DNA, leadi g to a e . 

Activity & Count rate 

• A ti it  is the ate at hi h a sou e of u sta le u lei de a s. 
• A ti it  is easu ed i  e ue el B . 
• Cou t ate is the u e  of de a s e o ded ea h se o d  a dete to  e.g., a Geige -Muller tube). 

• Cou t ate is easu ed i  ou ts pe  se o d. 
Types of radiation 

Type What it is Mass Charge

Alpha (α) 2 protons + 2 neutrons = a helium nucleus 4 +2

Beta (β) a fast-moving electron emitted from the nucleus Tiny -1

Gamma (γ) a high frequency electromagnetic wave from the 

nucleus 

0 0

Neutron (n) a neutron 1 0

Science



Key ideas

Type Blocked by Range in air Ionising power

Alpha (α paper or 1cm of air a few cm strong

Beta (β a few mm of aluminium a few metres medium

Gamma (γ thick lead or very thick concrete very long range weak

Properties of radiation 

Half-life 

Radioactive decay is random. 

The half-life of a radioactive isotope is the time it takes for: 

• the u e  of u lei i  a sa ple to hal e; 
• the ou t ate o  a ti it  to hal e. 

How to find half-life from a graph
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)

time (days)

• Read off the starting value: 200

• Find half of this number: 100

• Draw a straight line across to the curve: horizontal dashed line

• Draw a straight line down to the x-axis: vertical dashed line

• Read off where it hits the axis: 8 days

Science



Key ideas

Checking thickness of paper: Beta radiation

A beam of radiation is passed through the 

paper as it is manufactured. The amount of 

radiation that passes through it monitored. 

If the paper is the wrong thickness, the 

wrong amount of radiation will be 

detected.

Smoke alarm: Alpha radiation

Radiation ionises air in a tiny chamber inside the smoke alarm. 

The ionised air conducts electricity, completing a circuit. When 

smoke enters the chamber, it absorbs the radiation: the air is 

no longer ionised, and the circuit is broken. This sets off the 

alarm.

Medical imaging: Gamma

• A patie t is i je ted ith a ga a-emitting isotope. 

• It uilds up i  the o ga s of i te est. 
• The ga a a s e itted a e dete ted  a spe ial a e a. 
• A o pute  uses the i fo atio  to eate a  i age. 

Radiotherapy: Gamma

• Ga a a s o  X-rays) can be used to treat cancer. 

• The ga a a s a e di e ted at the a e  ells. 
• The adiatio  kills the a e  ells. 

Science



Topic : Circuits and Domestic Electricity

In this unit we will be studying:

• Circuit Symbols

• Series and parallel circuits

• Current and charge

• Ohms Law

• Electrical energy and power

• Domestic electricity

• The National Grid

Use the QR code 

to find more 

information 

about circuits

Use the QR code 

to find more 

information on 

domestic 

electricity

Use the QR code 

to find videos on 

the topic

Science



Circuit Symbols

• S ols a e used to ep ese t o po e ts fou d i  diffe e t i uits.
• Co o  i uit s ols a e sho  elo .

Key ideas

Science



Key ideas
Cells, Ammeters and Voltmeters

• Cu e t flo s out of the positi e te i al of the ell.
• Ammeters measure the current through a component.

• Ammeters are connected in series.

• Voltmeters measure the potential difference across a component.

• Voltmeters are connected in parallel.

Ammeter in series

Measuring current (amps)

Voltmeter in parallel

Measuring potential difference (volts)

Science



Key ideas
Current in series circuits

• I  a series circuit, electrical components are connected one after another in a single loop.

• A  ele t o  ill pass th ough e e  o po e t o  its a  ou d the i uit.
• This ea s that if o e o po e t is oke  the  no current will be able to flow.

• I  a series circuit, the current is the 

same at all points of the loop.

• I  the e a ple to the left, the u e t 
at the points labelled 1,2 and 3 would 

be the same.

6A

6A

6A

Science



Key ideas

• I  a parallel circuit, electrical components are connected alongside each other, forming 

extra loops. 

• A  ele t o  will not pass through every component on its way round the circuit.

• This ea s that if o e o po e t o  o e loop is oke  the  the u e t ill still e a le to 
flow around the other loops of the circuit. 

Current in parallel circuits

• I  a parallel circuit, the current splits around the 

different loops.

• I  the e a ple a o e, the u e t at poi t  
would be the same as the current at points 2 and 

3 combined.

6A

3A

3A

6A

Here you can see the 6A splitting to go through 

the different loops.

Both loops take 3A.

Science



Key ideas
Potential difference in series circuits

• Potential difference is a measure of the change in energy across a component. 

• I  a series circuit, the potential difference supplied will equal the total of the potential 

differences across all the components in the loop. 

• I  this series circuit, the potential 

difference of the cell (12 V) is equal to 

the potential differences of the three 

components combined (4V + 4V + 4V = 

12V)

Science



Key ideas

• I  a parallel circuit, the potential difference of 

the cell is equal to the potential difference of each 

loop of the circuit.  

Potential difference in parallel circuits

• I  this parallel circuit, the potential 

difference of the cell (12V) is equal to the 

potential difference of each loop of the 

circuit (12V)

Science



Key ideas

Current and Charge 

• Current is the rate of flow of charge around a circuit.

• Cu e t is easu ed i  amps (A) using an ammeter.

• Charge is the movement of charged particles (electrons) around a circuit.

• Cha ge is easu ed i  coulombs (C).

• O e oulo  is e ui ale t to 6.  18 electrons.ℎ𝑎 𝐶 = 𝐴 × 𝑖= ×

Science



Key ideas

Ohms Law

• The ua tities pote tial diffe e e, u e t a d esista e a e li ked  the 
relationship:

• This elatio ship is alled Oh s law.

• The symbol for potential difference is V.  It is measured in volts (V).

• The s ol fo  current is I.  It is measured in amps (A).

• The s ol fo  resistance is R.  It is measured in ohms (Ω).

𝑖𝑎 𝑖 = 𝐴 × 𝑖 𝑎 Ω= ×

Science



Key ideas

Electrical Energy

• The e e g  t a sfe ed  a  ele t i al i uit a  e al ulated usi g the 
following:

• The symbol for energy transferred is E.  It is measured in joules (J).

• The s ol fo  charge is Q.  It is measured in coulombs (C).

• The s ol fo  potential difference is V.  It is measured in volts (V).

𝑦 𝑎 = ℎ𝑎 𝐶 × 𝑖𝑎 𝑖𝐸 = ×

Science



Key ideas

Electrical Power

• Po e  is defi ed as the rate of energy transfer .
• It is a easu e of the e e g  t a sfe ed ea h se o d.
• The u it fo  po e  is watts (W).

• 1 watt is the equivalent of 1 joule of energy transferred each second.

• Po e  a  e al ulated usi g o e of th ee fo ulas:

𝑤 = 𝑖𝑎 𝑖 × 𝐴𝑤 = 𝑦 𝑎 𝐽𝑖𝑤 = 2 𝐴 × 𝑖 𝑎 Ω

Science



Key ideas

Domestic Electricity

• The e a e t o t pes of u e t; DC (direct current) and AC (alternating current) 

Direct Current (DC)

• Direct current is where the electrical 

current flows around a circuit in one 

direction.

• This ould e 
represented by a 

graph where the 

trace remains either 

positive or negative.

• Batte ies a d sola  ells all p o ide a di e t 
current (DC).

Alternating Current (AC)

• Alternating current is where the electrical 

current regularly changes direction.

• This ould appea  
as a curve 

alternating between 

positive and negative 

values.

Power stations produce AC electricity which 

means that mains electricity is AC.

Science



Key ideas
Domestic Electricity

• The ai s ele t i al suppl  is alternating current (AC).

• It has a f e ue  of 50 hertz (Hz). 

• It is supplied to houses at a pote tial diffe e e of 230 volts (V).

Plugs

• UK plugs a e th ee pi  plugs.
• The  t pi all  o tai  th ee i es:
Brown – Live wire

Carries the current into the appliance.  It             has a 

potential difference of 230 V.

Blue – Neutral wire

Completes the circuit.  It has a potential difference of 0 

V.

Yellow and green – Earth wire

Provides a path for current to flow to the ground should 

there be a fault.

Science



Key ideas

The National Grid

• The National Grid is the network of transformers, cables and pylons that help to 

distribute electricity around the country.
How it works

1. The power station generates electricity 

at around 25,000 volts.

2. Step-up transformers increase the 

potential difference to 400,000 volts.

3. This allows the current to be reduced

so there is less thermal energy loss 

through the wires and pylons.

4. The electricity passes through step-

down transformers, reducing the 

potential difference to 230 volts for 

domestic use.

Science



Understanding the ‘Formal Elements’ in drawing

Texture

Texture means how the surface of something looks or feels. 

Artists use their skills to create the illusion of an object's texture. 

A still life may have a bottle, fruit and drapery. An artist will use 

their materials and media in a way which will try and make the 

bottle look shiny, the fruit look bumpy or grooved and the 

drapery soft, flowing and delicate

Art



Art

By using different mark making techniques, artists can make similar shaped objects look like 

very different textures. They use their skills of mark making to create the illusion of 

different surfaces. This, combined with an understanding of tone, can make very realistic 

textural drawings. 

Use different mark making techniques to recreate 

each of the 3 textures in the boxes below using just

your pencil.



Video links to help explain and deepen understanding.

Task:

Create a bright and varied work that includes layered 

textures or skin, material and plants inspired by Gustav Klimt.

The formal element of 

Texture

(17) Elements of Art: Texture | 

KQED Arts - YouTube

The formal element of 

Colour

(17) Elements of Art: Color | KQED 

Arts - YouTube

The Kiss by Gustav Klimt: 

Great Art Explained

(15) The Kiss by Gustav Klimt: Great 

Art Explained - YouTube

Art

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YoOb3JSDAUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWW_UbrkBEw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNhmSdLDmto&t=622s


Week 1: Is our world shrinking?
Companies, governments and communications change over time and their 

influence over our lives has become much greater in recent years. From the music 

we listen to, the devices we use to communicate and the ease with which we can 

travel, the world now seems a much smaller and more accessible for our 

population. What global links does your class have?

Weeks 2 and 3: What do we mean by globalisation?
Globalisation is the process by which countries and people are becoming more 

connected. Improvements in transport and communications enable 

people, goods, money and information to move between countries.

As a result of globalisation, some corporations, or large companies, now operate 

in more than one country. These corporations are called TNCs (transnational 

corporations). Examples of these companies include McDonalds and KFC, Ford, 

Apple and Samsung.

Geography Year 9: Globalisation

Week 4 : Globalisation and cars
The car industry is now a global market with companies 

such as Toyota and VW having now produced over 10 

million cars. Cars are made in different countries for 

companies of different nationalities. For example, BMW 

is a German company, but most of its cars are made in 

other countries.

Please note: Homework 

for this topic will be set 

on Seneca for students 

to attempt. Log in as 

normal

Geography



Weeks 5 & 6: Has globalisation created an unequal world?

As a way of making products cheaper, many companies operate in poorer countries called LICs 

(Lower Income Countries). This is because they can pay the workers less and they can work in 

poorer conditions than in HICs (Higher Income Countries) such as the UK or USA. This has 

meant that global brands such as Nike and Primark can maximise the money that they make. 

However, many people think that this is unfair and have started to highlight these poor 

working conditions to improve the living standards of people that work in these factories.

Week 7 : How are we affecting the lives of people in China? – the global waste 
debate.
Chengdu is located 6000 miles from Elland. By studying the reasons why electronic waste is being sent 

to China, the advantages and disadvantages for both countries of doing this, and how easy it would be 

for China to manage problems created by its import of electronic waste, we can better understand 

how wealth and lifestyle in one country can have a direct impact on the economic, social and 

environmental development of another.

Week 7 : How global is sport?
The Olympic Games is an international sporting 

event which takes place every four years. The host 

city in 2020 was Tokyo, Japan where over 11,000 

athletes competed from 206 nations. The growth 

of the Olympics is down to improved global travel 

and communication technology that has made the 

competition accessible worldwide.

Week 8 : Employment structures

All jobs can be split into 3 categories.

Primary – working the land to extract raw materials from it

Secondary – manufacturing a product

Tertiary – selling the product or providing a service.

Quaternary – developing new products and research a development.

The percentage of workers in each category gives you an indication 

of how developed the country is

Geography
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French Spring Term Homework

Students use www.pearsonactivelearn.com to

complete bespoke tasks to accompany the course.

They have their own individual username and the 

password for everyone is French123.

Students also have access to 

www.linguascope.com to help with

learning general topic-based vocabulary.

Everyone has the username brooksbank

and password french123.  Click on the beginner 

or elementary section and the French flag.

Languages

http://www.pearsonactivelearn.com/
http://www.linguascope.com/
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Languages

Unité 2

Ma bande de copains

Tu fais quoi avec tes copains?

Tu parles de quoi avec tes 

copains?



Languages

Unité 3

Quelle musique écoutes-tu?

Qui est ton chanteur / ta 

chanteuse préférée?



Languages

Unité 4

Mon style

Qu est-ce que tu vas porter à la 

fête?



Languages

Unité 5

Le weekend dernier

Qu est-ce que tu as fait le weekend 

dernier?

alle
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